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The hand could be a distinctive example of an incredible
work of anatomic engineering. Structure and functions are
s
intimately connected such any injury to the underlying
structures carries a possible for important handicap that
might be life sterilization. it's on this premise that a
meticulous analysis of the tiniest ISSN
hand2471-8416
injury has to be
dispensed so as to minimize the danger of permanent
incapacity. There’s associate range of patients presenting
with hand injuries to the Emergency Department and this
audit aims to review the clinical follow at intervals the
Emergency Department towards hand injuries.

The College has set out standards for the management
of hand Injuries. These are

Hand injuries are one amongst the most common limb
injuries bestowed to the Emergency Department(ED). The
structure and functions are intimately connected such any
injury to the underlying structures may cause vital
handicap that would be life neutering. This audit seeks to
elucidate areas for improvement In practice and make a
lot of awareness of the Royal school of medicine (RCEM)
standards obtainable injuries within the Emergency
Department. The RCEM’s standards are documented
mechanisms of injuries, proof of physiological state given
on presentation to the male erecticle dysfunction, hand
dominance, the exclusion of connective tissue and nerve
injury severally on clinical examination of hand injuries.

7% of the notes reviewed had proof of physiological state
given, fifty nine nothing documented hand dominance,
and seventy nine documented to mechanism of injury
whereas eighty one connective tissue and nerve injury.

70 clinical notes of adult hand injuries bestowed to the
ED between September and Feb 2020. The cases were at
random selected from the Symphony software(ED
knowledge software). there have been no exclusion
criteria, corresponding ED notes with hand injuries was
collected and relevant knowledge was recorded during a
predesigned proforma in keeping with the advice of the
RCEM standards declared higher than. The info was
collated and inputted into a variety sheet so analyzed
exploitation Microsoft surpass. The results were then
analysed in line with RCEM Standards.

• Pain management
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per RCEM’s standard
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• Dominant hand documented
• Mechanism of injury documented
• Documented evidence that tendon injury was excluded
• Documented evidence that nerve injury was excluded

This study encompasses a variety of limitations as well as
atiny low sample size, the selection of six months for
review and therefore the lack of randomization; but, the
aim was to seek out out if there was Associate in Nursing
awareness of the 5 RCEM standards for reviewing hand
injuries and if these standards were being used at intervals
the chosen Emergency Department.
There was a good variation within the level of compliance
with the various RCEM standards for hand injuries with
compliance being low in 3 of the 5 standards. This audit
aimed to get awareness these commonplaces of
assessment of hand injuries amongst Emergency
Department practitioners seeable of the rise in variety of
hand injuries bestowed to the Emergency department .The
awareness of the RCEM pointers obtainable injuries
among disfunction practitioners and workers ought to
have an effect on the management of those injuries.
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